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Abstract: The co-occurrence of felid species in Southeast Asia provides an unusual opportunity to
investigate guild structure and the factors controlling it. Using camera-trap data, we quantified
the space use, temporal activity, and multi-dimensional niche overlap of the tiger, clouded leopard,
Asiatic golden cat, marbled cat, and leopard cat in the Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary, Myanmar. We
hypothesised that the spatio-temporal behaviour of smaller cats would reflect the avoidance of the
larger cats, and similar-sized guild members would partition their niches in space or time to reduce
resource competition. Our approach involved modelling single-species occupancy, pairwise spatial
overlap using Bayesian inference, activity overlap with kernel density estimation, and multivariate
analyses. The felid assembly appeared to be partitioned mainly on a spatial rather than temporal
dimension, and no significant evidence of mesopredator release was observed. Nonetheless, the
temporal association between the three mesopredators was inversely related to the similarity in their
body sizes. The largest niche differences in the use of space and time occurred between the three
smallest species. This study offers new insight into carnivore guild assembly and adds substantially
to knowledge of five of the least known felids of conservation concern.

Keywords: activity pattern; co-occurrence; Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary; multi-species occupancy;
niche partitioning

1. Introduction

The science of ecology is underpinned by niche theory [1]. This theory postulates that
the distribution, abundance, and survival of organisms is dictated by their fundamental
niche, which is defined as an area of essential resources within an n-dimensional hyper-
volume of multiple environmental variables (e.g., temperature, habitat type, elevation,
etc.) and its realised niche, which is the portion of the fundamental niche actually occu-
pied, which is influenced by interaction with other species [2,3]. However, quantifying
ecological niches, even for well-studied species, is rarely straightforward [4]. In particular,
species interactions among predator–prey and competitor species networks may influence
species distribution and abundance and interact strongly with environmental dimensions
of the ecological niche. Therefore, niche analysis should account for both environmental
and biotic interactions and attempt to quantify the relationships among them. A general
postulate of niche theory is that the coexistence of ecologically similar species requires a
difference in their realized niches [5].

The assembly of ecological communities is a fundamental topic in ecology. Amongst
mammals, guilds of carnivores have been particularly useful in understanding drivers
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of community and guild structure in relation to, for example, character displacement
and niche partitioning [6–9] and intra-guild hostility [7,8,10]. Among carnivore taxa, the
Felidae offers a particularly relevant model system for understanding niche separation
and apparent competition given that all 37 felid species are similar in morphology and
behaviour, differing principally in size, and since they occur in many different combinations
of species’ assembly across a broad range of ecological systems [11].

The combinations of felid species in different communities offer the opportunity to
test how a guild functions in the presence and absence of different component species. For
example, Oliveira et al. [12] describe niche relationships among 11 sympatric neotropical
felid species in South America. Their study observed the possible mesopredator release [13]
among neotropical felids. Specifically, they found that ocelot (Leopardus pardalis) density is
not affected by larger species such as puma (Leopardus pardalis) and jaguar (Panthera onca),
but smaller cats exhibited higher densities as ocelot numbers decrease or in areas where
ocelots are not found. A very similar guild, with highly convergent members parallel-
ing those in the Americas, is comprised of up to 12 felid species in Southeast Asia [11].
Hearn et al. [9] modelled spatial and temporal niche structure and partitioning among
three Southeast Asian felid species and found clear patterns of displacement related to
body size and likely prey preferences in spatial and temporal niche structure. Specifically,
Hearn et al. [9] found that smaller felids tend to be separated spatio-temporally from
larger mesopredators such as clouded leopards (Neofelis diardi), but the small marbled cat
(Pardofelis marmorata) exhibited the lowest spatial partitioning with clouded leopards.

Building on the results of these studies, we aim to explore the patterns and po-
tential drivers of felid niche overlap among multiple species in the Htamanthi Wildlife
Sanctuary (HWS) of the Northern Forest Complex (NFC) of Myanmar, where seven fe-
lid species co-exist: the tiger, Panthera tigris (Endangered), mainland clouded leopard,
Neofelis nebulosa (Vulnerable), Asiatic golden cat, Catopuma teminikii (Near Threatened),
marbled cat, Pardofelis marmorata (Near Threatened), common leopard, Panthera pardus
(Vulnerable), jungle cat, Felis chaus (Least Concern), and leopard cat, Prionailurus bengalensis
(Least Concern). The area is also important for transboundary biodiversity habitat con-
servation, since it lies at the confluence of three biodiversity hotspots: Eastern Himalaya,
Mountains of Southwest China, and Indo-Burma [14], and it is a critical node for regional
wildlife connectivity [15]. In addition, research and conservation activities are increas-
ingly shifting from single-species investigations to guild and multi-species investigations
(e.g., [9,16,17]) not only to understand better the interaction between species but also to
better support conservation. Therefore, our objective was to explore intra-guild interactions
among mesopredators (clouded leopard, marbled cat, Asiatic golden cat, leopard cat) and
the much larger tiger in the Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary.

This study is a component of a region-wide research programme centred on clouded
leopard [15,18] and the felids with which they co-occur in an aggregated range running
from Nepal in the northwest [19] to Kalimantan in the southeast [20]. There have been
few studies focused explicitly on species interactions within the felid guild, most of which
addressed particular pair-wise interspecific interactions [9,21–23]. Although studies of
competition, interactions, and resource partitioning of sympatric Asiatic felids are accumu-
lating [9,22,24], how different-sized members of this felid guild respond to each other is
still poorly known, and this was a motivation for our study.

From previous studies (e.g., [9,12]), there seems to be a general pattern of niche dis-
placement in time and space in which species of similar size tend to show the largest
niche displacement. We would like to know if there is a displacement of mesopredators by
dominant species, such as the tiger, resulting in the suppression of mesosopredator compe-
tition. Therefore, we hypothesise that larger cats can influence the spatial and temporal
niches of smaller cat species due to predation and interference competition, leading to the
displacement of realised niches in time and space. We expected that coexistence of the felid
guild would be mediated by behavioural mechanisms such as the segregation of space use
and temporal activity pattern [9].
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Specifically, we had six hypotheses based on body size relationships between the
species (Figure 1A,B). (1) We expected that niche separation in space and time, and their
intersection, would be associated with differences in body size, such that similarly-sized
species would occupy more distinct ecological niches, given their expected higher likeli-
hood of interference competition. (2) We expected that the clouded leopard, golden cat,
and marbled cat would show spatial or temporal displacement from the tiger, with the
clouded leopard showing the largest displacement, followed by the golden cat and finally
marbled cat. This is based on the expectation that the tiger, as the dominant member of the
guild, could drive niche separation in this system, with the species most similar in body
size to the tiger expressing the largest displacement. (3) We hypothesised that there could
be a mesopredator release of the golden cat and marbled cat arising from the displacement
of the clouded leopard by tigers, in which case we would expect low overlap between
tigers and clouded leopards, but higher overlap between golden cats and marbled cats
with tigers. (4) We also expected a niche displacement of both the golden cat and marbled
cat, as both sought to avoid the competitively superior clouded leopard, either spatially
or temporally, and we expected this displacement to be more marked for the golden cat
because of its more similar size to the clouded leopard. (5) Following Hearn et al. [9], who
characterised the Sunda clouded leopard (N. diardi) as nocturnal and the marbled cat as
diurnal, we expected the displacement between the marbled cat and clouded leopard to
be primarily temporal and therefore hypothesised that these species may utilise the same
areas but at different times of day without experiencing elevated competition between
them. Finally, (6) we predicted that the marbled cat would show the strongest displace-
ment with the golden cat, to which it is most similar in size; furthermore, the marbled
cat has been documented to be diurnal and the golden cat to be more cathemeral, so we
expected any displacement to be primarily be in the temporal niche dimension. Each
hypothesis expresses the expected outcomes of particular interactions between subsets
of the guild, assuming all else is equal. In addition, we employ a multivariate analysis
approach that evaluates the support for each hypothesis individually and all hypotheses in
combination with each other since we expect complicated, cascading interactions between
these processes in nature. This enables us to evaluate the pattern of niche separation across
multiple potentially interacting hypotheses of niche differentiation in the felid guild of
northern Myanmar.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. (A) Proposed hypotheses of spatio-temporal interaction among felid species (where
TG = Tiger, CL = Clouded leopard, GC = Asiatic golden cat, MC = Marbled cat, LC = Leopard cat,
and H = Hypothesis. The size of overlap of circles (Orange colour) represents greater or lesser spatio-
temporal overlap between two species). (B) Proposed model of spatio-temporal influence of larger
cats on smaller cat (from left to right: tiger (Panthera tigris), clouded leopard (Neofelis nebulosa), Asiatic
golden cat (Catopuma teminckii), marbled cat (Pardofelis marmorata), and leopard cat (Prionailurus
bengalensis)) (photos not to scale).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The data were collected during camera trap surveys in the Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctu-
ary (HWS) of Myanmar, Southeast Asia (Figure 2), which is the largest protected area in the
Sagaing Region of Myanmar (2151 km2). The elevation of HWS ranges from 141 to 618 m,
with small undulating hills throughout. Forest types in HWS include semi-evergreen,
moist, and dry mixed deciduous forests [25]. A high diversity of threatened Asian large
mammal species inhabit HWS, including tigers with a density estimate of 0.81 ± SD 0.40
individuals per 100 km2 [26], dhole (Cuon alpinus), Asiatic black bear (Ursus thibetanus),
Asian elephant (Elephas maximus), gaur (Bos gaurus), and, previously, Sumatran rhino
(Dicerorhinus sumatrensis) (Hundley, 1952; cited in [27]). The eastern and western borders
of the HWS abut rural communities. The sanctuary was being considered for a dam con-
struction project and consequently was being exploited by logging companies until 2012.
While that project was cancelled, numerous threats remain (e.g., poaching, illegal logging,
and artisanal gold mining). For law enforcement and management purposes, the sanctuary
is divided into four management zones from north to south: Nam Phi Lin, Nam E Zu, Nam
Pa Gon, and Nam Yan Yin (Figure 2).

2.2. Camera Trap Surveys

Camera trap surveys were undertaken from 2014 to 2018. These surveys were con-
ducted by the Nature and Wildlife Conservation Division of the Forest Department and the
Wildlife Conservation Society Myanmar in collaboration with the Wildlife Conservation Re-
search Unit (WildCRU) of the University of Oxford, International Union for Conservation
of Nature (IUCN), and Foundation Segre. Each year, survey areas were selected for each
survey to avoid spatial overlap of camera grids and to maximise the inter-annual coverage.
In total, five survey grids were monitored with seven surveys in the HWS. Due to some
differences in target species and procedures between surveys, there were variations in the
numbers of camera stations and trapping duration, but overall, the spacing between each
camera station ranged from 319 to 2528 m (mean = 1324.9 with SE ± 27.01). Except for
that targeting sun bears, all surveys used paired camera traps at each station (Table S1 in
the Supplementary Materials documents the details of numbers of planned and working
camera stations, and target species for each survey).
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Figure 2. Camera trap surveys in Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary. A total of 525 camera trap stations (black dots) have been
deployed and surveyed across the sanctuary (2014–2018); 288 camera stations (yellow stars) were used in space use analysis.

Camera trap image metadata extraction was carried out using the “Exif file extrac-
tor” [28] and the “Panthera camera trap file manager” software [29,30]. Animals pho-
tographed were identified manually and tagged with relevant metadata. From 2017, a
camera trap data management and analysis package (CTAP), developed by the Zoological
Society of London (ZSL) [31], was used to compile and summarise yearly camera trap data.
The non-uniformities in date and time formats, species names, and field surveys were also
standardised using the CTAP package in ZSL software. We excluded the common leopard
and jungle cat from our model, since only two leopard individuals and one photo of a
jungle cat were observed in our survey.

2.3. Space Use and Species Interaction

From a total of 525 camera trap stations, we excluded 32 faulty stations and 205 repeated
stations. To conform with single-season model design, we used only those stations that
were surveyed once; thus, the remaining 288 were chosen for space use analysis. Occupancy
modelling assumes the closure of populations [32], whereas our analyses amalgamate data
from surveys in different years and different sectors of the study site. Furthermore, since
different surveys targeted different species (tiger, clouded leopard, sun bear) in different sites,
the criteria of independence between sites and of spatial autocorrelation might also be violated.
However, these assumptions are all relaxed when occupancy is interpreted as a “probability
of space use” [33]. Although our main objective is to estimate the interactions between the
five felid species over space use, we nonetheless applied an initial occupancy modelling
framework to identify the most meaningful set of covariates affecting the probabilities of
individual species’ space use (Method S1 and Figure S1 in Supplementary Material document
how this was done by single-species occupancy modelling and present the model outputs).

We estimated the overlap in space use of the five felid species using multi-species
occupancy modelling based on the approach by Bischof [34], which modified the Bayesian
inference method by Waddle et al. [35]. This multi-species model assumes asymmetric
interactions between dominant and subordinate species, where the presence of subordinate
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species is dependent on the presence of dominant species but not vice versa [35]. This also
enables the simultaneous estimation of both space use and detection probability of multiple
species while allowing for interspecific interactions and covariate effects. Our model
includes the following interactions: (a) tiger habitat use affecting clouded leopard, marbled
cat, Asiatic golden cat, and leopard cat; (b) clouded leopard affecting marbled cat, Asiatic
golden cat, and leopard cat; (c) Asiatic golden cat affecting marbled cat, and (d) Asiatic
golden cat and marbled cat affecting leopard cat (Figure 1B). In this analysis, we estimated
the overlap or avoidance of each pair of species, while accounting for environmental
and anthropogenic effects, which was an approach demonstrated to reveal biologically
meaningful results [34]. Figure 3 presents the workflow used to estimate space use and
spatial interactions between felids.

Figure 3. Workflow depicting single-species, single-season model (top), and multi-species asym-
metrical interaction occupancy model (bottom). Single-species occupancy models were used to
identify best covariates for each species. Multi-species occupancy models were used to examine
the probability for each occupancy state (coloured Venn diagrams). The green ellipse represents the
probability that the species A occupies a site irrespective of species B, and the grey ellipse represents
the probability that species B occupies the site irrespective of species A. The intersection represents
the probability that the site is occupied by both species.

From single-species occupancy modelling (Method S1, Supplementary Material), we
identified six covariates: distance to park boundary, human disturbance, elevation, percent
tree cover, distance to main streams (used by boats), and density of streams, which were
used as site covariates in the multispecies model. For all species, we modelled detection
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probability as a function of survey effort, which was measured as the number of days the
camera was deployed. For all species except tiger, we used all site covariates, whereas for
the tiger, we used distance to boundary, disturbance, mean elevation, and tree cover.

For prior occupancy for interacting species, we used the normal distribution function
(with mean = 0, standard deviation = 1.4) as suggested by Northrup et al. [36]. Our sensi-
tivity analyses with different values of SD indicated this prior to yield sensible estimates
(Figure S2, Supplementary Materials). To quantify overlap and avoidance, we used the log-
odds and 95% credible interval of the posterior distribution of parameter estimates [22,34].
We ran the model with four parallel chains of 300,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
iterations each and discarded 50,000 as burn-in and thinning at the rate of 5 while allowing
for chains to stabilise. We checked the model convergence with R̂ values (the value of
which <1.1 indicates convergence [37] and MCMC trace plots [38]). We used the “R2jags”
package in R [39,40] to call JAGS [41] to fit our models.

2.4. Temporal Activity and Overlap

Two different datasets were used to study the overlap of temporal activity. Firstly,
we pooled all the camera trap data obtained from all 493 working camera trap stations, of
which 312 stations detected our study species. Secondly, we used the subset of data from
the spatial analysis where 199 out of 288 stations detected our study species. Therefore,
we obtained two datasets containing different numbers of independent total observations
for all species (n = 1344 and n = 823). Lynam et al. [42] advised caution in interpreting the
results of temporal overlap analysis from small surveys. Thus, we analysed both datasets
separately to compare the activity patterns and overlap to check the representativeness
of activity patterns. We assumed that individuals of each species had an equal chance of
being photographed when they were active [43]. A capture by camera was described as
“activity” regardless of the behaviour that could be determined in the camera trap image.
We regarded consecutive photographs of the same species at a station within 30 min as one
event. The first detection in any 30-min window was retained and considered independent.
Based on local time, diurnal activity was defined as 07:00–17:59 and nocturnal activity
was defined as 20:00–04:59. Crepuscular activity was regarded as 05:00–06:59 (dawn) and
18:00–19:59 (dusk).

Diel activity was explored by comparing and overlapping the activity patterns of
clouded leopards, tigers, marbled cats, Asiatic golden cats, and leopard cats with kernel
density plots (e.g., [9]). Although histograms are widely used to estimate probability
density functions, kernel estimators have the advantage of being intuitive to interpret,
simple to analyse mathematically, and more efficient [9,44]. Thus, we constructed Von
Mises kernel density plots corresponding to the circular distribution of diel data. Since
smoothing can affect the estimation of activity overlap, we tested the sensitivity by using
different bandwidth values (c = 1, c = 0.5, and c = 0.1) and compared the bootstrap means
and confidence intervals (Table S6 in Supplementary Materials). For overlap, we used
the ‘Dhat4’ estimator for species-pairs with sample size > 75 and the ‘Dhat1’ estimator for
pairs including sample size < 75 [45]. We obtained confidence intervals as percentiles from
10,000 bootstrap samples. All the statistical analyses were carried out using the “overlap”
package [46] in R [40].

2.5. Multi-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal Overlap

In addition to spatial and temporal overlap analyses, we also computed an index for
multi-dimensional overlap. For each species, we multiplied the spatial overlap with the
time overlap estimates to obtain the total overlap expected in space and time simultaneously.
This gives the total overlap expected in space and time simultaneously (e.g., will the animal
be active in the same place at the same time).
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2.6. Multivariate Evaluation of Support for All Hypotheses

We used Mantel tests [47] to evaluate the support for each hypothesis individually and
all hypotheses in interaction. The Mantel test is a correlation between distance matrices. The
dependent variable matrices in this test were the pairwise overlap matrices among the five
species for overlap in (1) space, (2) time, and (3) jointly in space and time. The independent
variable matrices were model matrices [48] representing the expectation of each hypothesis
(Table S8, Supplementary Material). The correlation between the overlap observed among
pairs of species and the expected pattern of dissimilarity among species in each hypothesis
gives a quantitative measure of the support for each individual hypothesis. In addition,
by computing the summed combinations of all model matrices among hypotheses, we are
able to test the joint support for multiple hypotheses simultaneously (e.g., [49]). We ranked
combined hypotheses based on the magnitudes of the Mantel correlation (e.g., [50]), and
assessed statistical significance based on 100,000 matrix permutations [48].

We computed 64 combined hypotheses as the combinations of the six individual
hypotheses articulated in the Introduction section. We evaluated the support for each of
these using Mantel tests between the pairwise overlap matrices in space, time, and jointly
in space and time among all pairs of species and the model matrix corresponding to that
hypothesis (Table S9, Supplementary Material). For each of the spatial, temporal, or joint
overlaps, we ranked the hypotheses by Mantel r value. We discuss only those that meet
significance thresholds at three alpha levels (0.05, 0.1, 0.2). Given the low power in Mantel
testing on small matrices, such as those resulting from the combination of only five species,
the magnitude of the Mantel r statistic is likely more informative than significance testing
(e.g., [51]), and a more liberal alpha level is recommended when significance testing is used.
We evaluate and discuss hypotheses that have support at the 0.2 alpha level, and we also
discuss those supported at 0.1 and 0.05 with increasing confidence.

3. Results
3.1. Space Use

From a total of 288 camera trap stations, five felid species were detected in suffi-
cient numbers to sustain spatial interaction analysis: tigers (31 stations), clouded leopard
(98 stations), Asiatic golden cat (80 stations), marbled cat (52 stations), and leopard cat
(75 stations). We estimated ten pair-wise intersections of space use between five sympatric
felid species based on a pair-wise multi-species interaction model (Figure 4). Almost
all species showed spatial interaction with each other. The leopard cat space use was
highly associated (from 95% to 100% of overlap) with that of all the larger felids (Figure
4). Only the marbled cat showed slight avoidance (58% overlap) with the Asiatic golden
cat. The marbled cat also showed weak avoidance of larger species (e.g., Asiatic golden cat,
clouded leopard, and tiger). The initial single species occupancy outputs (Tables S2–S4),
the JAGs model output (Table S5), posterior distributions and associated uncertainties of
the co-occurrence models (Figure S3) are detailed in the Supplementary Material.

3.2. Activity Pattern and Temporal Overlap

Tiger and marbled cats were primarily diurnal in our study area (73% and 83%),
while clouded leopards were mostly nocturnal (37% diurnal activity), with activity peaks
observed during 03:00 and 04:00 h. Asiatic golden cats tended to be cathemeral and were
active during both night and day (45% diurnal). The leopard cat was active in 53% of the
day period with highest peaks of activity early in the night and before dawn. Table S7 in
the Supplementary Material tabulates a summary of the activity patterns revealed by our
own study and others in neighbouring countries.
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Figure 4. Spatial association and avoidance between tiger, clouded leopard, Asiatic golden cat, marbled cat, and leopard
cat based on a multi-species spatial interaction model. This shows the log-odds ratio of dominant species to subordinate
species (Blue shade: Probability of association, Pink shade: Probability of avoidance).

Tigers and marbled cats exhibited the most similar activity patterns of any pairing,
with the highest coefficient of temporal overlap for both datasets (∆1 = 0.88 for n = 823
and ∆4 = 0.89 for n = 1344) (Table 1 and Figure 5). The two smallest species, the marbled
and leopard cats exhibited the strongest temporal segregation (∆4 = 0.27 and ∆4 = 0.29),
reflecting their different diel activities. In addition, leopard cats had low temporal overlap
with tigers (∆1 and ∆4 = 0.36). Several pairings had relatively high overlaps in activity
around the crepuscular periods of 6:00 and 18:00. Values for the overall overlap coefficient
and in the activity patterns were similar for the two datasets (n = 1379 and n = 844) (Table 1).
We validate our diagnoses through a comparison of diel activities calculated from the two
datasets and the overlap coefficient plot displayed in Figures S4 and S5. Our findings
concur with those in the literature for these same felids in different regions (Table S7,
Supplementary Material).

Table 1. Coefficient of overlap in activity pattern of the tiger, clouded leopard, marbled cat, Asiatic golden cat, and leopard
cat with 95% confidence intervals for both different sample sizes, n = 823 (∆1) and n = 1344 (∆4).

Clouded Leopard Asiatic Golden Cat Marbled Cat Leopard Cat

n = 823 (∆1) n = 1344
(∆4)

n = 823
(∆1)

n = 1344
(∆4)

n = 823
(∆1)

n = 1344
(∆4)

n = 823
(∆1)

n = 1344
(∆4)

Tiger 0.6
(0.48–0.72)

0.54
(0.45–0.63)

0.68
(0.57–0.78)

0.68
(0.59–0.76)

0.88
(0.77–0.97)

0.89
(0.81–0.97)

0.36
(0.26–0.47)

0.362
(0.27–0.44)

Clouded leopard 0.83
(0.75–0.90)

0.79
(0.72–0.85)

0.525
(0.44–0.61)

0.48
(0.41–0.55)

0.73
(0.65–0.79)

0.79
(0.74–0.85)

Asiatic golden cat 0.59
(0.51–0.67)

0.60
(0.54–0.67)

0.64
(0.57–0.08)

0.664
(0.61–0.72)

Marbled cat 0.273
(0.20–0.35)

0.29
(0.24–0.36)
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Figure 5. Activity overlap of the tiger, clouded leopard, marbled cat, and Asiatic golden cat from all camera trap stations
(n = 1344). Dotted vertical lines at 06:00 and 18:00 represent the approximate dawn and dusk. Activities detected for each
species are represented by blue and black coloured rugs on the x-axes.

3.3. Multi-Dimensional Spatio-Temporal Overlap

The clouded leopard and leopard cat had the highest multi-dimensional niche inter-
section (0.76), which was followed by the clouded leopard and golden cat (0.69). By far, the
lowest total intersection was between the Asiatic golden cat and marbled cat (0.25) (Table 2).
As the two species most similar in size, the marbled and leopard cats also exhibited low
intersection (0.28) as did, to a lesser extent, tiger–leopard and clouded leopard–marbled cat
pairs (0.35).

Table 2. Index of niche overlap: spatial, temporal, and multi-dimensional overlap (index of niche overlap as a multiplication
of spatial and temporal overlap) between each pair of species.

Paired Species Spatial Overlap Temporal Overlap Index of Niche Overlap

Asiatic golden cat–Marbled cat 0.42 0.6 0.25
Marbled cat–Leopard cat 0.96 0.29 0.28

Tiger–Leopard cat 0.97 0.36 0.35
Clouded leopard–Marbled cat 0.73 0.48 0.35

Tiger–Clouded leopard 0.86 0.54 0.46
Tiger–Marbled cat 0.58 0.89 0.52

Tiger–Asiatic golden cat 0.92 0.68 0.63
Asiatic golden cat–Leopard cat 1 0.66 0.66

Clouded leopard–Asiatic golden cat 0.87 0.79 0.69
Clouded leopard–Leopard cat 0.95 0.8 0.76
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3.4. Multivariate Analysis of Hypothesis Support

For the analysis of the spatial overlap among felid occurrence, 16 combined hypotheses
were significant at the 0.2 level, nine were significant at the 0.1 level, and two were
significant at the 0.05 level. All of these had very large support based on the magnitude of
the Mantel correlations, which was large (Mr > 0.5) and indicated strong linear relationships
between the spatial overlap and the model matrices in these 16 hypotheses (Table S9 in
Supplementary Material, Table 3). Table 3 reports the proportion of supported models
at each alpha level containing each of the six individual hypotheses. Hypothesis 6 is
included in all supported hypotheses at all three alpha levels. Hypotheses 5, 4, 2, and
1 received partial support for partitioning on the spatial niche dimension, with 50% of
models supported at alpha 0.2 including these hypotheses. Hypothesis 5 was included in
all models supported at the 0.05 level, and the most supported single hypothesis based on
significance of support is the joint effect of hypotheses 5 and 6 on spatial overlap patterns
among species. Hypothesis 3 was not included in any supported models at any significance
level for spatial overlap, and hypothesis 4 was poorly supported at the higher significance
levels (0.1 and 0.05). Hypothesis 2 was supported in half of the models supported at the
highest (0.05) significance level.

Table 3. Proportion of all hypotheses including each of the six individual hypotheses significant at three alpha levels (0.05,
0.1, and 0.2) for the spatial niche partitioning analysis.

Alpha Level Hypothesis 6 Hypothesis 5 Hypothesis 4 Hypothesis 3 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 1

0.2 1 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 0.5
0.1 1 0.556 0.111 0 0.556 0.444

0.05 1 1 0 0 0.5 0

No hypotheses were significant at the 0.2, 0.1, or 0.5 alpha thresholds for temporal
overlap analysis (Table S9, Supplementary Material). No correlations between pair-wise
temporal overlap and any of the 64 model matrices were greater than 0.25, indicating weak
relationships between patterns of temporal overlap among the activity patterns of the five
pairs of species and any of the hypotheses independently or jointly.

In the analysis of the joint overlap in both spatial and temporal dimensions, 14 models
were supported at the 0.2 alpha level, four were supported at 0.1, and one was supported
at 0.05 (Table S9, Supplementary Material). These had moderate support based on the
magnitude of the Mantel correlation (all greater than 0.32), but none was as large as the
largest Mantel correlations between the spatial dimension of overlap and niche displace-
ment hypotheses (Table S9). Hypothesis 6 was included in all supported hypotheses at all
three significance levels (Table 4). Hypothesis 5 was supported in the majority of models
at the 0.2 alpha level and was included in the only temporal overlap model supported at
the 0.05 level. Hypothesis 1 was also included in the temporal model supported at the
0.05 level. In contrast to the spatial overlap analysis, there was some, but weak support,
for hypothesis 3 in the joint space–time overlap analysis (Table 4).

Table 4. Proportion of all hypotheses including each of the six individual hypotheses significant at three alpha levels (0.05,
0.1, and 0.2) for the combined spatial–temporal niche partitioning analysis.

Alpha Level Hypothesis 6 Hypothesis 5 Hypothesis 4 Hypothesis 3 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 1

0.2 1 0.714 0.143 0.571 0.286 0.5
0.1 1 0.4 0 0.2 0 0.4

0.05 1 1 0 0 0 1
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4. Discussion
4.1. Multi-Model Evaluation of Hypotheses

Collectively, our findings suggest that the main patterns of niche separation among
the felid guild in northern Myanmar are spatial and not temporal based on a quantitative
comparison among hypotheses. Specifically, while there were several large temporal differ-
ences between particular pairs of species (marbled cat–leopard cat and tiger–leopard cat)
in terms of spatial and temporal interaction results, none of our a priori hypotheses were
supported in the temporal niche dimension, while several were in the spatial dimension.
We demonstrate strong support for hypothesis 6 in particular, and 5 and 6 together, in pre-
dicting the spatial partitioning and the joint space–time partitioning pattern among pairs
of species. The partitioning between the golden cat and marbled cat was most pronounced
and statistically significant in the spatial dimension. We had expected a large temporal
displacement between these species based on published activity patterns, but we found
relatively low temporal separation of the activity patterns. Additionally, we found strong
and significant partitioning between the marbled cat and clouded leopard in the spatial
dimension but, again, not in the temporal dimension.

There is a general pattern in our results of increasing displacement with decreasing
difference in body size in the spatial dimension of the niche structure. The support for both
hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 in the spatial and space–time overlap, respectively, suggests
that the tiger may indeed play a dominant role driving the displacement of subordinate
species (hypothesis 2). In addition, there is a general pattern of larger spatial segregation
among species of more similar body size; in particular, the dyads of golden cat–marbled
cat and clouded leopard–marbled cat are the most highly divergent.

Interestingly, we found little support in either the spatial and temporal dimensions
of partitioning for hypothesis 4 and no support in the spatial dimension for hypothesis 3.
There was no support for mesopredator competitive release of the golden cat and marbled
cat resulting from the displacement of the clouded leopard by the tiger in the spatial
dimension at any of the three alpha levels. However, there was some support for the joint
spatial and temporal overlap. This suggests that there is no mesopredator competitive
release of the marbled cat and golden cat due to the displacement of the clouded leopards
by tigers in space, but there may be displacement in time and space jointly that may reduce
the overlap of the marbled cat and golden cat with the clouded leopard, which may alleviate
interference competition. The weak support for these two hypotheses suggests overall
that there is not a strong niche separation between the clouded leopard and either golden
cat and marbled cat (although see hypothesis 5 showing pair-wise separation between
the clouded leopard and marbled cat), and that any displacement that exists cannot be
explained by mesopredator release by displacement of the clouded leopard by the tiger.

Our results strongly suggested that the niches of the golden and marbled cats, which
are two of the smaller felid species, exhibited the greatest niche displacement. The results
may indicate that the larger cats all niche-pack to utilize the most abundant prey resources
for species of middle to large size. In contrast, our results suggest that the marbled cat,
being smaller and semi-arboreal [52], may be adapted to utilize a different prey base
available in different space or time, or it may be displaced, perhaps especially by the
golden cat, to suboptimal conditions providing lower resource availability. Furthermore,
although the golden cat is closer to the marbled cat in weight, the slightly larger clouded
leopard is closest to the marbled cat in anatomy, so one cannot assume that the potential
for competition, or intra-guild hostility, is only determined by weight. Indeed, we found
support for niche separation between the marbled cat and clouded leopard and not between
the clouded leopard and golden cat, suggesting other factors, such as morphology and
behaviour, may affect this displacement in addition to body size alone.

We hypothesised that tiger presence reduces clouded leopard numbers and/or dis-
places them, thereby releasing the two smaller mesopredators, golden cats and marbled
cats, from suppression by clouded leopards [53]. We hypothesised that competitive release
would apply to both the golden cat and marbled cat if dominance by the tiger of the clouded
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leopards in turn reduced downward pressure on the other two. Our results suggest that the
largest effect of competition on niche displacement may be between golden and marbled
cats, and there is no evidence of competitive release. A plausible explanation may be that
given its smaller size and more agile anatomy, the marbled cat is better adapted to, and
therefore retreats into, its own favoured realised niche, or that it is competitively displaced
out of the niche space dominated by the golden cat and into a less optimal niche (Table 2).

Our results also showed that the clouded leopard and golden cat had the highest total
overlap, while the clouded leopard and marbled cat had intermediate overlap. This does
not suggest decisive displacement of these two species by the dominant clouded leopard.
Rather, it appears that there is a partial displacement along different niche dimensions:
the clouded leopard overlapped less in space, but more in time, with the golden cat than
with the marbled cat, and the clouded leopard/marbled cat dyad exhibited the greatest
overlap in time and least in space of any pairing. These partial displacements are further
separated along the dimensions of weight and anatomy. Similar evidence of competitive
displacement in a parallel, neotropical, felid guild was reported by Oliveira et al. [12],
who concluded that ocelots (Leopardus pardalis) affect the dynamics of smaller felids more
strongly than did the largest member of the guild, the jaguar. However, based on the
pattern of our multivariate hypothesis modelling, we conclude that the clouded leopard’s
potential competition with the marbled cat and golden cat is not extensive, whereas the
golden cat and marbled cat are clearly the most segregated pairing.

Hearn et al. [9] (see also [54]) reported that Sunda clouded leopards are nocturnal,
whereas marbled cats are diurnal, and so one of our hypotheses predicted that segregation
on the temporal dimension would suffice to ameliorate competition, and therefore that
the two species would not be displaced spatially. Our results do not strongly support this,
with moderate overlap spatially (not unexpectedly large) and moderate temporal overlap
(low but not statistically significant). This suggests that consistent with our expectation,
there is a relatively low temporal overlap and somewhat higher spatial overlap between
the clouded leopard and marbled cat, but this is not a strong relationship.

In total, these results suggest a complex pattern of guild assembly and potential
competition leading to strong niche displacement between the golden cat and marbled
cat but high overlap for the relatively similarly-sized clouded leopard–golden cat and the
markedly differently sized tiger–golden cat. This suggests that intra-guild competition is
not leading to behavioural displacement according to space or time between the species
most likely to compete based on body size alone (clouded leopard and golden cat, clouded
leopard and tiger). Rather, the salient displacement is between all three of the larger species
and the smaller marbled cat. The marbled cat is anatomically, and in its patterned pelage, a
diminutive replica of the clouded leopard, and Hearn et al. [9] suggested that the marbled
cat may have a strong dietary preference for avian prey, while the other species are mostly
predators of terrestrial quadrupeds. This might lead to substantial niche differentiation to
optimize foraging.

Although we evaluated the individual and combined effects of multiple potential
hypotheses of niche separation and found support for some and no support for others,
the observational and correlational nature of this study does not demonstrate causality.
Therefore, future research using manipulative or comparative mensurative [55] experiments
should be undertaken to disentangle the multiple possible explanations of observed niche
differentiation in the felid guild. The only way reliably to separate the multiple possible
explanations of observed niche separation would be to implement experimental studies
where some guild members are excluded [56] or to conduct natural experiments replicated
in multiple landscapes with different species combinations [57]. However, the observed
patterns we saw can exclude possible hypotheses (where displacement was not seen) and
provide support for the possibility of others (where displacement was seen consistent
with expectations). Given the difficulty of conducting controlled experiments and species
exclusion studies on endangered and rare carnivores, experimental studies are unlikely.
However, meta-replicated studies repeating niche overlap analysis across the ranges of
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these species and in multiple locations where different combinations of species are present
are plausible and would enable more definitive inference about the potential drivers of
observed nice separation among these members of the felid guild.

4.2. Conservation Implications

The HWS was selectively logged for timber during the decade prior to our study. The
high relative space used by the clouded leopard suggests that it may be more tolerant of
habitat modification associated with human disturbance and potential exploitation than
the tiger. This is broadly consistent with previous reports of clouded leopards occurring
in secondary forest [9]. However, in contrast to these previous studies, we found no
evidence of the clouded leopard selectively using forest edges (e.g., [58,59] and for the
Sunda species [9,22]). Proximity to the main streams had little effect on the predicted
space use of any of the species in our model; however, we note the lack of tiger tracks and
signs near the main river in the northeastern section of the study area, which was heavily
frequented by gold miners and trespassing boats. These observations accord with the
conclusions of Naing et al. [26], who drew attention to the greater abundance of felids in
the less threatened zones of the park. Tigers are well known to adapt to human disturbance,
where they are not directly persecuted [60–62]. Our field observations may suggest the
active persecution of tigers, likely in the form of elevated poaching, in areas where human
activity was highest. The lack of observed avoidance of these areas by the other felid species
suggests they may be less vulnerable to human disturbance or poaching than tigers are.

Human disturbance, as detected on our cameras, was very frequent on the former
logging roads connecting the western and eastern parts of the sanctuary, and all five species,
most especially clouded leopards, were positively associated with these areas, and thus
human detections, suggesting no avoidance of human activity, and active selection of roads
and trails due to their facilitation of movement (e.g., [9]). Similarly, male Sunda clouded
leopards have been found to preferentially travel roads and trails in Sabah, Borneo [9], and
also in Kalimantan, Borneo [63]. However, this shared use of trails by humans and felids
may come at the cost of increased poaching risk. Therefore, we suggest documenting old
logging trails and keeping them under constant patrols, especially during mating seasons
and dry seasons when these felids are most mobile and therefore most vulnerable.

4.3. Scope and Limitations

Camera trapping data provide powerful, but limited, insight into species niches.
The locations and times at which the different species are detected across our large and
long-term survey provide valuable insight into overlap in space and time of these species.
However, the data are limited to detections at the location of the camera traps and thus
do not reflect the full spatial and temporal activity pattern of any of the focal species. In
addition, we designed our surveys targeting larger carnivores, which may affect compar-
isons of estimations among them. However, it is also not possible to simultaneously design
a survey for all species, and we had to choose the largest extent for covariates in space
use estimations. GPS telemetry on multiple individuals of each of the species in the same
study region would provide a valuable comparison from a dataset that provides much
higher precision of temporal and spatial activity and also provides measures of space–time
avoidance of guild members that camera data cannot provide.

While camera trapping provides only snapshots, our study benefitted from the amal-
gamation of several datasets providing coverage across an unusually large extent in both
space and time, which improves the clarity of our conclusions. We also faced the likelihood
of low detection probabilities in the dense forest of HMS, the unknown proportion of
arboreal activity amongst the species [22], and the equally unknown detail of their prey
species (or age). We excluded some data while standardising the analysis of space use, but
we maximised the inclusion of data for diel activity analysis, which enables us to check the
representativeness of species’ detection and activity. The almost identical activity pattern
revealed that using two datasets with different sample sizes provided confidence in our
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interpretation of temporal and, albeit to a lesser extent, spatial overlap. Our survey also
provided the comparable findings for temporal activity of felids in the region locally [64]
and others (Table S7, Supplementary Material).

We focused on interactions among five co-occurring felid species given the expected
strong interactions among them due to taxonomic and anatomical similarity. However,
there are other species in this ecosystem that may affect the habitat use and temporal activity
of these felid species through intimidation, kleptoparasitism, competitive exclusion, and
mortality [65,66]. For example, the presence of dholes (Cuon alpinus) and Malayan sun
bears (Helarctos malayanus) may affect all the studied species individually and interact to
drive the process of mesopredator release in HWS. Dholes might be direct competitors
for food with any of the felids [67], with observations suggesting this for at least the tiger
and clouded leopard (e.g., [68]). By analogy, there are documented instances where a pack
of dholes tree a leopard and even drive a tiger away from its kills [69,70]. In addition,
dholes and bears, while not necessarily competing for food with Asiatic golden cats and
marbled cats, might have antagonistic interactions that affect the space and temporal use
of the smaller cat species. For example, leopards may kill sun bear cubs [71]. In a complex
multi-species trophic community, mesopredator release might be affected by the presence
of species dominant to them but subordinate to the apex species. Therefore, this study takes
advantage of the strong morphological similarities between the five felids, simplifying
the focus of competition between them while mindful of the wider network of interacting
species and even more complex trophic interactions amongst the wider community of
predators. Future work should face the considerable challenge of incorporating more
carnivore species into such analyses of niche interaction and displacement.

The largest challenge our study faced in terms of providing a clear explanation of
observed relationships is the fact that observational studies in single systems cannot
reliably separate the multiple potential explanations of observed patterns (e.g., [55]). This
is particularly the case in community ecology studies attempting to quantify the effects
of competition on niche separation [72]. We found complex patterns of niche overlap and
partial separation among five felid guild members that suggest varying degrees of niche
differentiation; we cannot confirm the causes of these differences. We also acknowledge
that the possibility of lower density of tigers and clouded leopards [26] than smaller felids
in our study might induce uncertainty in the extent of our findings. For example, the tiger
and clouded leopard may exist in depressed densities due to past poaching pressure, which
might have relieved their competitive effects on other guild members. Experimental studies
that either manipulatively [56] or mensuratively [57] control species co-occurrence patterns
are needed to reliably infer the effects of current competition on niche structure and to
separate it from evolutionary differences in adapted niche structure resulting, in part, from
past competition in the evolutionary history of the species [72]. Thus, we strongly suggest
future work with meta-replicated studies that provide multiple sampled landscapes with
different species combinations, given the impossibility of manipulative species exclusion
experiments for threatened and endangered species, such as felids in Southeast Asia.

5. Conclusions

Our study provided insights into the interaction of felid guild assemblage comprising
different sized species in spatial and temporal dimension for the first time in the region
surrounding Myanmar. Although spatio-temporal niche partitioning is technically chal-
lenging, we are able to apply the well-developed modelling approaches for single-species
single-season occupancy and asymmetric multi-species interaction for space use and tem-
poral activity overlaps. We found strong support for niche separation occurring mainly in
the spatial niche dimension from our hypothesis tests, the largest displacement between
the marbled cat and golden cat (but also substantial temporal displacement between tiger–
leopard cat and marbled cat–leopard cat). Tigers might be playing a dominant role in
Htamanthi WS, while there is also a pattern of increasing displacement between species
of similar sizes. However, our mesopredator release of golden cats and marbled cats
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resulting from the displacement of clouded leopards by tigers is poorly supported. We
also noticed that the morphology and behaviour might be more important than size alone
while studying anatomically similar species, in our case, arboreally active clouded leopard
and marbled cats. We recognise that our analysis did not explicitly account for possible
interactions with other carnivores and/or prey species, and we suggest future studies that
allow us to understand multi-species interactions in both directions. We also observed
the uncertainties in the complex patterns of multiple species interaction and uncertainty
regarding their causes. However, our methods will also be useful in future research to
evaluate the robustness of our current findings with replicated surveys in different areas or
regions hosting similar guild assemblage and improve our understanding of felid guild
assemblage in fundamental ecology.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/ijgi10120808/s1, Table S1: Survey information and camera trap locations used for space use
analysis in Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary during 2014–2018, Method S1: Single-species occupancy
modelling and covariate selection, Figure S1: Correlation test of covariates affecting occupancy of four
cat species for single-species single-season occupancy modelling, Table S2: Beta parameter estimates
for occupancy (Ψ), detection probability (P), and standard errors (SE) from model averaging results for
each felid species, Table S3: Model selection for single-species occupancy modelling ranked by delta
AICC < 2 and QAIC < 2, Table S4: Naïve occupancy, detection probability, and occupancy estimate
of tiger, clouded leopard, golden cat, and marbled cat and beta estimates for effect of covariates
from top models with standard errors under maximum likelihood framework selected based on
AICc and QAIC, Table S5: Models with 300,000 iterations and 50,000 burn-ins with a thinning rate
of five for two-species single-season occupancy modelling with effects of covariates to each species,
Figure S2: Sensitivity testing of priors using different standard deviation (SD) values for two-species
single-season occupancy modelling, Figure S3: Overlap in two species occupancy modelling with the
95% credible density interval of the mean of posterior distribution of parameter estimates, Table S6:
Comparison of bootstrapped means for smoothing using different bandwidth values (c = 1, c= 0.1,
and c = 0.5) to check the sensitivity of the smoothing effect derived for both sample sizes (n = 1344 and
n = 823) for activity pattern overlap, Table S7: Observed temporal activity of tiger, clouded leopard,
Asiatic golden cat, marbled cat, and leopard cat in Htamanthi Wildlife Sanctuary and comparison
to findings around the Southeast Asia region, Figure S4: Diel activity of tiger, clouded leopard,
Asiatic golden cat, marbled cat, and leopard cat, Figure S5: Activity overlap of tiger, clouded leopard,
marbled cat, and Asiatic golden cat from occupancy survey data (n = 823), Table S8: Model metrices
for Mantel test evaluating the support for each hypothesis, Table S9: Ranking support for joint niche
separation hypotheses across spatial, temporal, and combined dimensions.
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